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Fig. 1. The timeline of antibiotic discovery and introduction. Top panel, year of introduction into clinical practice; bottom panel, year of discovery of a major antibiotic class.
Sulfa-drugs, quinolones and the oxazolidinones are synthetic. The last class to be discovered, lipopeptides (daptomycin) is also an exception, the compound does not hit a
specific target, but rather increases membrane permeability.

Nature is metallo-b-lactamases for which we do not have an inhibitor, and the emergence of the NMD-1 ‘‘New Dehli” plasmid coding for a b-lactamase that provides resistance to all b-lactams. The

specific target to be discovered were streptogramins (1964),
narrow-spectrum compounds introduced some 30-odd years later.
Antimicrobial drug discovery presents an unusually difficult
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Use and misuse of antimicrobial medicines increases the spread
of resistance. Antimicrobial-resistant microbes are present in
every region of the world, including New Zealand.1 Of particular
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Antimicrobial medicines help combat many common diseases

including tuberculosis, malaria, human immunodeficiency virus/
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS), sexually
transmitted diseases and pneumonia.1,6 Antibiotics treat and
prevent bacterial infections, making possible and improving the
safety of chemotherapy, bone marrow or organ transplants, joint
replacements and other surgery.1,7

concern are high rates of antibiotic resistance among bacteria that
cause a number of common infections including skin infections,
pneumonia, and urinary tract infections.1,6 Some bacteria with
resistance to multiple classes of antibiotics are now widespread
7
across
the world.1,7
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How do bacteria become
resistant to antibiotics?
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in the presence of antibiotics (Fig. 1). Other microbes, including
fungi, viruses and parasites, can also develop resistance to some of
the antimicrobial medicines we use to treat infected people, plants
and animals.
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How worried should we be?
~ 70,000 people die each year due to infection
by antibiotic-resistant bacteria
- Estimated to rise to about 10,000,000 per
year by 2050s

ANTIMICROBIAL
RESISTANCE
Global Report
on Surveillance

2014

Use of antimicrobial
medicines in
New Zealand

There is a marked variation in the total amount of community
antibiotic dispensing, and in the quality of antibiotic prescribing,
between the different District Health Board regions in New
Zealand.49,51 Regional differences in the incidence of infection and

So what can we do?

demographics (age, ethnicity, socio-economic status, geography)
may account for some of this variation. A study of the antibiotic
consumption by over 5500 children enrolled in the Growing Up in
New Zealand study showed that, on average, each child had been
dispensed 9.5 antibiotic courses by the age of five years.53 The
study showed more antibiotic courses were dispensed to a higher
proportion of Māori and Pacific children than other ethnicities.53
Children living in areas with a high incidence of socio-economic
deprivation also received more antibiotics than other children.53
Both these findings are consistent with a higher occurrence of
infectious disease within these groups.16 Only 3% of the children
in the study had not received a single antibiotic course from
community pharmacies during their first five years of life.53

Within the community

New Zealand has a high rate of antibiotic use for human
medicine compared to the rate of use in many other countries
(Fig. 3).49,50 Levels of antibiotic use in the community in recent
years are comparable with those in European countries that
are widely considered to have profligate use of antimicrobial
medicines, and that have, as a consequence, high levels of
antimicrobial resistance.51 In New Zealand, approximately 95% of
the antibiotics intended for human consumption are dispensed
by community pharmacies.52 Sometimes these prescriptions are
of nil or trivial benefit.51 For example, most upper respiratory tract

High levels of use of topical antibiotic creams in New Zealand
have led to high levels of resistance.54,55 Resistance intensified
with increased dispensing,55 driven, in part, by over-the-counter
availability of the antibiotic Mupirocin (without the need for a
prescription) between 1991 and 2000.54

infections are caused by viruses and therefore cannot be cured
with antibiotics. Antibiotic dispensing increases dramatically
each winter, for example during 2014 there was a 40% increase
between summer and winter.49

FIGURE 3

Rates of antibiotic use in the community*, 2014
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*

Prescriptions in the community only. Hospital prescriptions excluded.

Source data from ESR,49 ECDC56 and ACSQHC57
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So what can we do?

My research team …….

